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The major goal of this degree paper is to assess eval
uate the effects of incorporating a computer based-word
processing system in Field Support of the Internal Revenue
Service. An attempt has been made to focus on the stated
goals and objectives of this technological advancement.
The purpose of Field Support is to provide technical
and clerical assistance to Revenue Officers in the Atlanta
District. A centralized unit was agreed upon to serve the
professional needs and assist the Revenue Officers in their
collection of delinquent or unassessed taxes.
This study is significant because of the fact that
automation involves serious controversy. Some view it as
an attempt to modernize an organization's operations and
effect cost-saving measures, while others view automation
as an attempt to reduce staff and excerbated informal
relationships within the organization.
A major finding of the study is that with the instal
lation of the automated system into Field Support, there
was increased quality of work, increased effectiveness
in accomplishment of work, and increased efficiency.
The main sources of information were journals, books
and reports which included Public Admi ni stration Review
and unpublished surveys and statistics of Field Support.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Automation has been defined as "any system or method
resembling this self-operating equipment, electronic de
vices, etc. to replace human beings in doing routine or
repetitive work."1 The advent of automation has brought on
new problems in technology and management. Some of the pro
blems are keeping abreast of what is new and useful, appli
cation of these developments and adoption of management
methods to reflect changes in production and human relations.
The challenge exists for effective and efficient utilization
of automation for organization purposes.
Automation also entails new opportunities. Some of
these are cost reduction, better quality, reduced inventory
and work cycle time, increased worker productivity, good
personnel and personal benefits.2
This paper provides background information and defines
current problems surrounding the recent incorporation of a
computer based/word processing system into Field Support of
^ew World Dictionary of the American Language, rev.
ed. (1980), s.v. "Automation."
2Lester R. Bittle, Mo rl ey G. Mel den , and Robert S. Rice,
Practice Automation (NeV/ York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc . , 1957) , pp.2-3.
the Internal Revenue Service. Emphasis is placed on the
problems and new opportunities mentioned previously and
the direct effects they present to Field Support.
The Field Support Group developed as a result of a
productivity enhancement project in the Internal Revenue
Service. The primary purpose of Field Support is to provide
technical and clerical assistance to Revenue Officers. The
Atlanta District Field Support Group is the main focus of
this study. The main purpose of this study, therefore, is
to examine the impact of automation on the operations of
the Field Support unit. Specifically, the study examines
the extent to which automation impacted on the cost effect
iveness of operations and the productivity of the workers.
This paper specifically focuses on the organization of
the Collection Division of the Internal Revenue Service in
Section II. This section also provides a detailed descrip
tion of Field Support and how the decision to automate
arose. Section III contains a collection of literature on
the subject of automation, how it evolved, the circumstances
surrounding its evolution, and the problems encountered
as a result of automation. Section IV describes the methods
used for analysis in Section V. Recommendations and con
clusions are determined in Section VI.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The writer was initially employed as a clerk in the
Collection Division of the Internal Revenue Service during
the primary stages of automation in February 1985. The
decision to automate developed from a productivity enhance
ment project initiated by the National Office of the Depart
ment of Treasury. The organization of the Collection
Division can be seen in Figure 1.
The division is headed by the Regional Commissioner
who directs the activities of the entire Southeast Region.
The District Director handles the orders passed down to him
by the Regional Commissioner by relaying them to his
district, in our case, Atlanta. The Division Chief is the
liaison between the District Director and the Collection
Support Function Chief who maintains a five-unit staff.
They are:
1) Problem Resolution Office - handles cases reported
by taxpayers when written inquiries have failed to
receive reply. Such cases include missing pay
ments, refunds, or congressional inquiries.
2) Automation Staff - creates computer programs for
Field Support and other units.
FIGURE 1




















SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Atlanta District,
Collection Division Organizational Chart, March 1986.
3) Field Support Group - a cl erica! /technic al support
staff to Revenue Officers.
4) Contact Unit - taxpayers are able to come in and
talk to technicians about tax matters.
5) Remittance and Processing Unit - handles all
incoming payments due to the IRS and inputs them
into the main computer terminal , IDRS.
The Field Support Group. - Field Support is composed of
a group manager, two Revenue Officers, three technicians
and eleven clerk/typists.
Some of the cases/documents transferred to Field
Support for final resolution are:
1) 100 per cent Penalty - A tool used to collect Trust
Fund taxes owed by a corporation. The penalty
is assessed against responsible and/or willful
officers or persons.
2) 6020(b) - A procedure used to prepare returns for
any corporation which is required to file but fails
to do so. The technician or designate has the
authority and may prepare said returns using pro
visions in the Internal Revenue Code under 6020(b).
3) 3870 - A document used for adjustment or abatement
of tax when reasonable cause exists.
4) 4159 - A document used to locate or transfer a pay
ment .
5) Form 53 - A form used to report a tax liability
"currently not collectible", which is based on the
taxpayer's financial condition at a given time.
Before automation, all of these cases were manually
prepared. After automation, computer programs have been
designed for ninety-nine (99%) percent of the tasks involved
in Field Support with the remaining one (1%) percent being
tasks such as timekeeping and preparation of other reports.
The Statement of the Problem.
Automation has different meanings in different contexts.
Field Support views automation as a way to speed up and
improve operations. The specific goals Field Support
expected to achieve with the implementation of automation,
were: 1) increased qual i ty o f wo rk , 2) increased effective
ness in accomplishment of work at appropriate levels, 3)
increased efficiency, and 4) decreased management/organi
zational probl ems.
A productivity enhancement fund project to implement a
centralized Field Support Group in the Atlanta District was
initiated in the summer of 1984. A probationary test period
of October 1, 1984,through June 30, 1985,was established to
determine the effectiveness of the group.
Prior to Field Support, most of the work required by
the Revenue Officers was completed by the respective group
clerks. There are fourteen groups in the Atlanta District
with varying numbers of Revenue Officers (see Appendix A).
Revenue Officers are in the field investigators and enforce
ment personnel of the Collection Division. Because of the
amount of time required for Revenue Officers to be away
from the office on investigations, they are not able to
prepare the letters, forms, memoranda, in-house investi
gations or clerical duties that personnel of the Collection
Division can complete at a reduced cost to the government.
Revenue Officers are required to deliver quality investi
gation and enforcement program, write a clear and concise
history sheet of their investigations and work them to a
conclusion. But with Field Support, Revenue Officers do
not have to work all cases to a conclusion because of the
clerical and paraprofessio nal support available in the unit.
By utilizing the resources available in Field Support,
Revenue Officers are free to concentrate on technical
i s s ue s .
The results to be achieved by Revenue Officers through
Field Support are increased quality, efficiency and effecti
veness. Yet systemic problems and staffing are two specific
problems that pose a threat to the consistent operations of
Field Support. The focus here will be on systemic problems.
Systemic problems are those relating to automation in
Field Support. There are three separate systems in Field
Support: Zilog (the computer/wo rd processing system), IDRS
(the Integrated Data Retrieval System) and Dictaphone (the
message center that links the Revenue Officers to Field
Support). According to Josephine Rowell, Chief of Collection
Support Function of which Field Support is a subunit, any
discrepancies in either system will cause malfunctions
throughout Field Support. That is, in order for Field
Support to work effectively and efficiently, all systems
must be operable at all times. If system failure does
occur, there are no viable alternatives to maintain adequate
services to the Revenue Officers.3
Staffing became a problem because the positions offered
were part-time and temporary. This method left much to be
desired because it was difficult to find people interested
in this type of employment. Once the positions were filled,
training and close supervision by the manager were required.
Turnover was high because of the status of the job and its
3J. Rowell, interview held in the Federal Office
Building, Atlanta, Georgia, March 1986.
low pay. Frequently, clerks would resign as soon as the
training was completed or as soon as they qualified for
permanent employment. Therefore, these positions were
often vacant and little clerical support was provided.
III. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Most scholars agree that the term automation was first
used officially in 1946.4 But the activity for which it
stood had been developing for some time. The demands of
World War II forced technological development. The results
were new scientific breakthroughs and new production techni
ques. 5 Since that time, more new engineering, and scienti
fic and production developments have taken place. Some of
these are electronic products (computers), radio and tele
vision transmitters and receivers and products from auto
matic pilot and gun missile control to industrial equip
ment .
Technology can solve a multitude of problems. While
technology solves countless problems, it also creates new
ones. All technological improvement is not a net gain. Yet
the overall benefits of technology are much greater than the
drawbacks.
4Ei t i s l. Scott and Robert W. Bolz, Automation and
Society, (Athens, GA: The Center for the Study of Automation




According to Buckingham, some new technology is neces
sary just to cure the ills of previous technology. Some
are workable but not economical and nearly all forms
have enormous potential for betterment but can do more harm
than good if not clearly understood.6
For example, J.R. Bright conducted a study of thirteen
automated factories and plants during the first stages of
automation. First, there was an increase in productivity
or output per man hour. Second, there was a higher and
more uniform performance. Third, improved quality of work
was seen. Fourth, lead time was reduced. Fifth, material
costs were less. Sixth, most automated plants suffered
from inflexibility. Seventh, there was increased centrali
zation of control. Eighth, the rate of production increased
necessitating faster reaction times. Ninth, maintenance
became more important although costs did not increase.
Tenth, safety records improved. Eleventh, disposal of waste
permitted easier cleaning and therefore better working con
ditions.7
To summarize, automation increases the technological
complexity of production, causes greater integration of
6Walter Buckingham, Automation: Its impact on Busi
ness and People, (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), pp.2-3.
7J.R. Bright, Automation and Management, (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1958), pp. 132-145.
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processes and requires higher capitalization of machinery.
Therefore, automation plants and offices are less flexible
and require a heavier investment and a greater output.
Automation is the third phase in the development of
technology that began with the industrial revolution of the
eighteenth century. Mechanization created the factory
system and separated labor and management in production.
Next, mass production introduced the assembly line and
other machinery. Finally, automation developed with the
elements of automatic control and decision-making. Mechani
zation was a technology based on forms and applications of
power. Mass production was a technology based on principles
of communication and control8.
Technological changes have brought important transform
ations to the plant and factory. But automation may have
had its greatest impact in the office. The breakthrough
that modified the co ncept ual i zation , quantification and pro
cessing of information has initiated a number of trends
which are culminating today in major technological changes
in the office. Electronic data processing equipment is
used to organize and compute information at prodigious
rates.
8j.R. Bright, Automation and Management, (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1958), pp. 132-145.
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An initial study was made in 1960 on the impact of
electronic data processing equipment on the clerical labor
force and the structure of jobs on individual employees,
on groups of workers, and on the organization as a whole.
The investigation found that office automation reduced the
number of clerical jobs, did not raise the skill level or
grades of jobs, and did not generally provide greater job
interest or challenge. Work was more routine, and con
fining. There was a greater demand for accuracy, concern
for detail and sustained high productivity, and workers
experienced a great amount of tension on the job9.
Floyd C. Mann has summarized the impact of technology
in the office in the following statements:
1) Developments in the theory of information and
electronic data processing equipment mean major
changes in organizational structure and the
division of labor in the office.
2) Automation in the office increases the volume of
work that can be done with a work force, causes
extensive reassig nment s of personnel and had led
directly to few lay offs.
9John T. Dunlop, Automation and Technological Change,
(Englewood Cliffs, N.JH Prentice-Hal 1 , Inc ., 1962 ), pp.
55-64.
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3) Extensive changes in the division of labor in the
office affect both social relations among workers
and career patterns.
4) Automation in the office means higher pay for a
few, but essentially the same pay for most
employees.
5) Office automation leads to additional shifts.9
Perhaps the most disturbing thoughts that result from
the technological changes we now confront are what we sense
to be the extended nature of these changes and a seemingly
unending accelerating rate of changes, and an increased
demand for services.
The inability to close the performance gap by the
increase in services has been the main reason that govern
ments have continually searched for new ways to enhance
service effectiveness and efficiency. The search has fo
cused on identifying workable innovations that allow an
agency to provide either improved services at the same cost
or the same services at reduced cost. Governments have
typically pursued annexation policies as means to increase
their tax base or to reduce the per capita costs of services
10Floyd C. Mann and L.K. Williams, "Some Effects of the
Changing Work Environment in the Office," Journal of Social
Issues 18(March 1962):217-256.
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through economies of scale, and thereby create improvements
for all agencies. Yet, governments have continued to
experiment with other innovations. Some of the latest
technological advances include innovations in transportation
and traffic services, program budgeting, decentralization
of command to the district level, centralization of command
to super agencies, the use of operations research and other
quantitative models, new public health techniques, the
installation of computer systems to improve administrative
efficiency and many others. Despite their diversity, these
innovations can be classified into three categories, depend
ing upon the type of device that is the object of the inno
vative effort: technological innovations, managerial inno
vations, and client-oriented innovations.11
The installation of a technological device is not
merely a mechanical procedure. New jobs, new assignments
for existing jobs and new relationships among employees are
also expected. Its installation entails changes in bureau
cratic structure and behavioral roles that are often over
looked. The innovative process must therefore be understood
11 Floyd C. Mann and L.K. Williams, "Some Effects of the
Changing Work Environment in the Office," Journal of Social
Issues 18(March 1962 ) :217-256.
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in terms of both the innovation device and the concomitant
organizational changes.^2
Technological innovations hold the greatest interest
for two reasons. First, the technological achievement in
private industry and the continued high labor costs of
public services suggest that there may be large payoffs
if new technology can successfully produce savings in man
power in local services. Second, a continuing public policy
problem is to identify ways of making the federal role more
effective in improving state and local services.13
P roductivity.
The concept of productivity in government and attempts
to conceptualize and measure it date back to 1908, when the
Bureau of Labor Statistics began a study of productivity in
the United States Post Office.14 The past two decades have
seen a rapid expansion of technological advances and in
creased reliance on technology in various fields.
^Robert K. Yin, Karen A. Heald, and Mary E. Vogel,
Tinkering with the system, (Lexington, KY: Lexington Books ,
1977) , pp. 105.
13 Ib id ., pp. 6-7.
14 q. Whitfield Ayres and William J. Kettinger, "Infor
mation Technology and Models of Governmental Productivity,"
Public Administration Review 43(November/December 1983):
17
A review of literature from the Public Administration
Revi ew revealed numerous conceptions of governmental pro
ductivity. Some of the them are:
1) effectiveness - focuses on governmental programs
and their effect on society,
2) operational measures - focuses on work itself, and
3) efficiency - focuses on the utilization of the
input - output ratio.I5
In previous decades, the federal government was respon
sible for and expanded its money through its own personnel
and facilities. Much of the doctrine and federal management
was based on the premise that its efficiency rested on the
effective supervision and direction of its own operations.
The federal administration has always worked with and
operated through other governmental and non-governmental
institutions to some extent. Yet the increasing changes
in responsibilities lie in functional fields, social and
economic problems and new programs. More than half of
15Q. Whitfield Ayres and William J. Kettinger,
"Information Technol ogy and Models of Governmental Producti
vity," Public Administration Review 43 (November/Dec ember
1983): WT.
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that amount is applied to the operations and maintenance of
the armed forces.16
The extension of federal interest and intervention into
economic, social , cultural and personal affairs is unl imited.
The growth of federal influence and responsibilities defies
precise quantitative measurement but has been pervasive
throughout history.
The government has earned this respectable position
through means of effective and efficient operational de
velopment. Efficiency is regarded as the most basic goal
of good administration. Good administration is often de-
fined in terms of improved efficiency. No one argues the
need for efficiency, whatever the task to be performed.
This probably arises from the old instrumental view of
administration: the best way of achieving goals set else
where is the most efficient. Until the 1940s, the study
of public administration was little more than the study of
efficiency. During that period , emphasi s wa s on the economy.
It has recently shifted to effectiveness and thus, efficiency
as an input-output measure where results need to be weighed
against costs.17
^Frederick C. Mosher, "The Changing Responsibilities
and Tactics of the Federal Government," Public Admini
stration Review 40 (November/December 1980): 541-547.
I7ib1d.t pp. 512-513.
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Another reason administrators prefer efficiency is
that it does not commit them to any other political or
social values. That is, once goals have been set, the most
efficient means to achieve those goals is a matter of
professional judgement. Professionals agree that one means
of pursuing a particular goal is more efficient than another
regardless of differences in their values or disagreements
with goals being pursued. Yet, efficiency is viewed as the
central norm in regards to other criteria of good admini
stration.18
Basic Measures of Productivity.
There are two basic measures of productivity. The
first is labor productivity or partial factor productivity
which compares the units of output with either the number
of man-hours of labor input or the cost of that labor
input. The second measure is total factor productivity
which compares units of output to the cost of all inputs,
including labor, capital, energy and facilities.19
Robert E. Goodwin and Peter Wilenski, "Beyond
Efficiency: The Logical Underpinnings of Administrative




The unit of analysis for governmental productivity
varies depending on its purpose. One might attempt to
assess the productivity of an individual worker, an office,
an agency, a program, a technological system, an entire
department or the government as a whole. The difficulty
for measuring productivity increases as the unit of ana
lysis becomes more complex.20
Yet, there is also a need to measure quality as well as
quantity. A focus only on the quantity of output may pro
duce mi si eading results to either the public or private
sector. Such an example is the issue of a waste water
treatment plant, where the quality of the product is as
important as the quantity.
Production of a quantative input/output measure with
quality held constant or considered is one method of handl
ing this issue. In this way, quality improves and the
level of output rises. Many potential benefits of the
new technologies lie not as much in increasing the quantity
of government services as in improving their quality.21
20Robert E. Goodwin and Peter Wilenski, "Beyond
Efficiency: The Logical Underpinnings of Administrative




Some aspects of quality are identified as accuracy,
time required for producing a service, and the usefulness
of the service. These factors are used to assess producti
vity for managers when quantity o f output is not as important
as quality.
Productivity measures are not possible for all govern
ment functions. Yet reasonable assessments can be made if
the unit of analysis is on the office level. Measurement
of the level of service includes an assessment of quality
as well as quantity.
Ayers and Kettinger developed five propositions for
increasing governmental productivity. They are:
1) lower costs and increase services
2) lower costs and maintain services
3) maintain costs and increase services
4) increase costs and increase services
5) lower costs and decrease service.22
Under the right circumstances, dramatic productivity
increase can be achieved when labor productivity is used
and when technology is oriented towards clerical workers.
Therefore, Model 4 is most likely to be suggested, where
Log
226oodwin and Wilenski, "Beyond Efficiency: The
ical Underpinnings of Administrative Principles, 562.
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overall costs increase, but the quantity and/or quality of
services increases by a greater amount.23
Reorgani zation.
The reorganization of the New Jersey Department of
Human Resources occurred between 1982 and 1983 can be
cited as an example of what occurred in the Field Support
Unit. It was not designed to curtail services or to over
haul the general structure of the executive branch. Yet,
modification of existing departmental structures and changes
in the administrative practices and procedures used in the
departments were key components of the initiative.
Consequently, the department expected reorganization
to yield large dollar savings. Others thought of reorgani
zation as structural change. While opinions about the size
of the savings that can be achieved through reorganization
have varied, a general assumption has been that savings can
be achieved. Still others think of reorganization as a
process in which both the structure and administrative
procedures of agencies are overhauled.24
But the argument still remains, presented and maintained
in 1937 by President Roosevelt's Committee on Administrative
Management (the Brownlow Committee) that the real purpose
23Goodwin and Wilenski, "Beyond Efficiency: h
Logical Underpinnings of Administrative Principles, 562.
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of reorganization was to improve governmental performance
(efficiency and effectiveness). Economy was just a by-pro
duct of reorganization.25
In recent years, interest has grown in the comprehensive
and systematic measurement of organizational behavior. One
reflection of this interest is the increased use of organi
zational assessment which is the process of measuring the
effectiveness of an organization from a social system
perspective. An organizational assessment is grounded in
conceptual model s o f o rgam"zatio ns and i s typi cal ly hoi i stic ,
i.e., focused on "both the task-per fo rmance capabilities of
the organization.... and the human impact of the system on
its individual members."26
When assessing the dimension of task-performance
effectiveness, evaluations and objective indicators are
normally used to judge the extent to which an organization
ha s met it s goal s . 27
26Alana Northrop and James L. Perry, "A Task Environ
ment Approach to Organizational Assessment, "Publ ic Admini
stration Review 45(March/April 1985):275.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Various techniques were utilized in securing data
for this study. The primary sources of information were
gathered from interviews with personnel in the Collection
Division. Mrs. Josephine Rowel 1, Chief of the Collection
Support Function, was instrumental in providing statistical
data and background information on Field Support.
Secondary resources included journals, books, reviews
and internal documents of the Internal Revenue Service.
24
V. ANALYSIS
There were three alternatives methods for providing
clerical support to Revenue Officers of the Collection
Division. They were: the use of group secretaries and
temporary clerks, a decentralized field support or a
centralized field support. The decision to develop a
centralized field support group was made because actual
costs were less than anticipated.
As shown in Table 1, projected costs of a decentral
ized field support totaled $1,05 7,152.02 with annual
recurring cost of $966,352.00. Yet, Table 2 clearly reveals
projected cost versus actual cost totaled $519,336.17 in
net savings. Table 3 illustrates cost justification of
field support during its first year of operation. The
savings were $28,664.57. These figures resulted from a
report of the National Office of the Internal Revenue
Service, August 1985, studying the feasibility of providing
field support groups to the Atlanta District.
A marked increase in seizures, dollars collected from
seizures, liens, levies, 100 percent penalties, referrals,
suits and jeopardy assessment and a significant decrease in




COST OF DECENTRALIZED FIELD SUPPORT
Estimated cost of 1 computer, 18 terminals
and 18 printers $ 80,000.00
Cost o f dedicated 1 ines
Installation $ 10,800.00
Monthly charge for 1-year $ *97,200.00
Staffing costs of 33 Revenue Officer Aides
Computed at GS-6 $ *86 9,152.02
Total first year costs $1,057,152.02
♦Recurring annual cost (Total $966,352.00)
SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Atlanta District,
Collection Division Organizational Chart, March 1986.
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TABLE 2
COST OF CENTRALIZED FIELD SUPPORT
One-time Expenses Projected Cost

























SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Atlanta District,
Collection Division Organizational Chart, March 1986.
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TABLE 3
FIRST YEAR COSTS OF FIELD SUPPORT
One Year Cost of Field Support Group
Savings realized using Field Support
Group:
Computer vs. manual preparation
Clerical staffing
RO time at PODs
Savings on large dollar cases
requiring multiple actions










SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Atlanta District,
Collection Division Organizational Chart, March 1986.
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achieved through utilization of a centralized field support.
This increase is attributed to the ability of Field Support
to prepare documents quickly therefore allowing Revenue
Officers more time to concentrate on the technical aspects
of thei r cases .
Trial periods using group secretaries and temporary
clerks and a decentralized field support were tested but
achieved none of the desired goals.
The method of group secretaries and temporary clerks
was utilized in the Atlanta District prior to the implement
ation of a field support group. This method was ineffective
due to the rapid turnover in the temporary positions, the
continuing need for training, inconsistency of quality
review and the need for close supervision by group managers.
This method did not provide any of the benefits of auto
mation. As a result, Revenue Officers did their own typing
and placed more res ponsibil ity on the group as a whole. It
also relied on the use of typewriters which did not have
any word processing capabilities. Quality of work was
inconsistent and so was the quantity.
A decentral i zed field support group which was favored
by the National Office, was the second alternative for
enhancing productivity. Due to the geographical configur
ation of the Atlanta District, this method was considered
30
cost prohibitive in terms of equipment and resource costs.
Still the drawbacks, as in the first method, outweighed
the desi red go als.
In order to adequately assess the impact of Field
Support, three types of analyses were reviewed.
1) Statistical indicators - A significant increase
in total collections resulting from seizures had a dramatic
effect on demonstrating Field Support's effectiveness.
There was an $823,004.00 increase in dollar collections
resulting from seizures during the first six months of 1985
compared to the same period of 1984. This was attributed to
rapid preparation of documents and through utilization of
Field Support, Revenue Officers have more times to con
centrate on the technical aspects of their cases. Improve
ments in quality and timeliness were suggested.
2) Environmental impact - Surveys conducted by the
Revenue Officers and group secretaries who had worked
before and after the automation of Field Support helped to
assess the environmental impact Field Support has had on
its users. Of the 141 Revenue Officers surveyed, 110
indicated that they were using field support and 95 of the
110 favored it over past methods. Interviews conducted
with the 14 group secretaries led to the use of only two
(2) surveys. The other secretaries had not been in their
31
positions for the test period. Both secretaries agreed
that Field Support allowed them more time for office manage
ment and support for their group managers, (see statement
in appendix 3).
3) Staffing - This factor had remained constant within
Field Support. With the same staff, Field Support has
increased its monthly volume of processed documents from
1,051 in October 1984 to a record high of 6,018 in November
1985 (Figure 2). Al 1 of thi s wa s accompl i shed wi th dec reased
turnaround time and a staff consisting of one manager, two
Revenue Officers, three tax examiners and ten clerk typists.
Yet, three other automated locator services have been
installed without any increase in staff. These systems
provide automated services for checking employment security
records for the State of Georgia, detailed courthouse and
Secretary of State services and Department of Motor Vehicle
services.
Before automation, Field Support operated on the basis
of manual preparation of documents by its clerical and
technical staff. The unit was not able to prepare the
documents required by Revenue Officers as adequately and
efficiently compared to automation. Some of the problems
encountered such as affected the quality of work, the
effectiveness in accomplishment of work and efficiency.
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SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Atlanta District, Collection
Division, Mjrcii 1986.
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These factors, along with staffing problems, were instru
mental in the decision to automate. The cost of a manual
versus automated field support system is minute. The
cost differentials were calculated between typewriters and
computers, with annual savings averaging approximately
$30,000.00.
Alternative Structure
The analyses of statistical indicators, environmental
impact and staffing implications of a centralized versus
decentralized operation strongly indicates that support of
a centralized field support function within the Atlanta
District is already superior to a decentralized one. Signi
ficant improvements were made as Field Support advanced
through automated controls that have reduced turnaround
time and improved quality. Therefore, Field Support has
accomplished all of its predetermined goals.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions.
Automation is a technological advancement that has
effectively improved the operations of organizations.
Through automation, Field Support increased it quality of
work, significantly reduced the cost of operations and
resulted in timely completion of work assignments by staff.
Although problems with high turnover of both part-time
and permanent workers still remain unresolved and occassional
system failures persist, it is reasonable to conclude that
automation has been beneficial to this unit. It has enabled
Revenue Officers more time to concentrate on more cases
in the field since, they no longer have to perform clerical
chores and typing or completing routine office forms etc.
On the otherhand, automation has resulted in an increased
volume of work for the Field Support Unit and the Revenue
Officers.
Recommendations.
In light of the facts that were discussed previously,
the writer recommends the present system of automation be
maintained but typewriters added to allow continuous assist
ance to the Revenue Officers. However, in the event of
34
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system failures, field support will have to resort to
manual preparation of relevant documents. This is very
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REVENUE OFFICER SURVEY FOR USE OF FIELD SUPPORT GROUP
DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME
The Field Support Group was established to help the Revenue Officers
reduce their paper work, and do a more effective job in their
field operations. The Field Support Group has been in operation
for six months on a trial basis, and it has improved its operations,
but we need to improve it more. Therefore, it is requested that
you complete the survey within three days after receipt, and
return it in the enclosed envelope.
1. Do you use Field Support for your clerical duties?
/HO/ YES / 0/ NO
2. Do you prefer Field Support Group to the old method?
(Using Group secretary, or doing it yourself.)
/ 95/ YES /15/ NO
If you answered No, list in priority order three (3) of the follow




Give you a break from your regular work
Better typist
Do not like to talk on telephone
Can stay in office more
Security to hold the case longer
Prefer total control over a case from start to finish
Other:
If you answered Yes, list in priority order three (3) of the follow-




Have time to study/review IRM for other cases
Enjoy professionalism
Field visit more available














4. What documents do you request from Field Support the most?
Number in priority order the top three (3).
#1 _#2_ #3
"75~ 27 4~ Lien
"17" "62" IT Levy
0~ 3 26 Summons
2~ 3~ 13 Seizure
"If TO" J6T Final Notice (L-1058)
—2~ 3" 7 Other:
5. What documents do you want added to Field Support operation tor
you to do a more effective job?
Varied responses.
6. I would use Field Support more if, (List in Priority order)
#1 #2 #3
~5g~ "TT T~ Turn around was faster
~Je~ ~2T~ 6 Quality was better
—g- —f "17" Located in Local office, instead of central
location in Atlanta.
16 2 3_ Other: .
7. What do you suggest to improve Field Support?
Varied responses.
8. What area of your performance do you feel that Field Support








date: jUL 1 8
to: Chairman, Study Committee, FSG
from: Chief, Advisory Unit, SPf
Subject: justification for Field Support Group
Support Group.
GrOuP. It was noC P°cS:;;bt^°dmec^rche primary area which generated
give an estimate, but both said that cne p * workload involved
more time was the reduced typing workload. ™e cyp g combina-iOn
primarily liens and levys. The following ««»E«J £ the Macon o£fice.
^^^^^^^^ ti^e a secretary











Other areas which gave the secretaries more ti^ ar^lOO^Penalty pr
^^ti^^^^^^Xu of what jL:rpn-::- *■*
of the IDRS workload was information needed for liens
current
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The following areas reflect the attitudes and feelings of the secretaries
and are areas where the secretaries said there have been changes or improvem
ents since FSG began operating. Except where noted, both secretaries
were in agreement on the changes.
1. The secretaries said they are able to accomplish their workloads
during normal hours and no longer have to work extra hours. Both
thought that their workload was previously more than they could
reasonably be expected to accomplish in eight hours. The secretary
in Columbus mentioned the stress factor saying she no longer feels
she is constantly under stress. She said that previously she could
not go on annual leave without worrying about the work she left
unfinished and the backlog accumulating in her absence. The
secretary in Macon said that she is now becoming more involved in
other areas, arm the 'job is .becoming more interesting, and she
is getting more self-satisfaction from it.
2. Typing is now current. Tie secretaries said that they are able
to give prompt attention to typing tasks for R/O's and managers.
This has improved employee relations in the group. The secretaries
still type Liens, Levys, Summons, etc. when one is needed immediately
and are able to provide this kind of priority service promptly.
3. Filing is current. Manual Transmittals and technical memorandums
are filed immediately upon receipt.
4. Controls which were kept prior to FSG are now kept current. There
is more time for monitoring and follow-up. The time and attendance
and the 795 Log are posted daily.
5. The group runs more smoothly. Telephones are answered promptly.
Turnaround time on all work is shorter. There is time to secure
IDRS information on demand. Work is accurately prepared and the
quality is improved. •' ' ■
6. The public image of IRS is improved. Improved efficiency in all
areas contributes to a better public image.
The items listed below represent additional duties one or both of these
secretaries have been assigned as a result of Field Support.
1. One of the secretaries now figures the overage count from the DAIP/
DIIP each month.
2. One of the secretaries now keeps all controls which the manager
previously kept. These are RCP, FTD, OIC, Large Dollar, and Trust
Fund controls. The other secretary also keeps additional controls.
3. Both secretaries said that they are now able to keep all controls
current whereas previously they were not able to do so. The 795
Log Is" posted daily. " OIs are monitored frequently. Both secretaries
felt like they were able to keep current on all controls.
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One' secretary does the quarterly safety inspection for her
This was not done prior to FSG implementation. Her manager
Director's Representative in Macon.
One secretary said that she-now performs additional duties when
the 90 day old seizure report is received in the group. Before
he report is given to the manager, she checks with revenue officers
and has the complete response ready for the manager when it is given
to him.
what the reason might be for it.
The group secretaries now keep a control on ACS Collateral Assignments.
This was not done by the secretary or the manager prior to FSG
implementation.
One of the secretaries now does inventory matches. This was not
done prior to FSG.
One of the secretaries took two days to train a new clerk in Augusta
in May 1985. This would not have been possible prior to FSG because
of the heavy workload.
One of the secretaries now verifies all reports received from revenue
officers against her control log. Prior to FSG one figure or
the other would have been used and the two would rarely match.
One of the group secretaries now runs all TDAs/TDIs across the terminal
beforf hey are assigned to a revenue officer. She finds that some
ar e c o ed and this prevents a useless contact. She also determines
" the T-SIGN is correct and, if not, corrects it before giving
to the revenue officer.
ACS has generated additional mail processing for the secretaries.
One secretary estimated that approximately 8 - 10 pieces of
miscellaneous correspondence (433-A. Letters From ?«*•£">*"
received from ACS each week. "These have to be run across the
terminal and given to the appropriate revenue officer. The
secretary said she did not receive this type of work from OB.
13. One secretary now works with taxpayers. When a revenue officer lS
out of the office and a taxpayer phones or visits for IDRS
information, the secretary secures that information and
gives it to the taxpayer.
14. One secretary posts checks for revenue officers when they are absent
from work or in the field for extended periods of time.
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1< Boch secretaries now keeP a control on Form 52 and prepares them
wSen there are personnel changes. This was not done at the grouP>
level prior to FSG implementation.
In conclusion, the additional time' which the secretaries have as a result
of Field Suoport Grouo has created a substantial improvement „ the service
ill v de'to their" manager and revenue officer. However, the improvements
a^'subtle changes -"which are difficult to measure. They are ".tangible
;e which imoroved the quality of work being performed. They have
proved the overall image of IRS. It has improved the attitudes and
feelings of everyone in the group and has created a more professional
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